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ABSTRACT: Density functionals are often used in ab initio
thermochemistry to provide optimized geometries for single-point
evaluations at a high level and to supply estimates of anharmonic
zero-point energies (ZPEs). Their use is motivated by relatively
high accuracy at a modest computational expense, but a thorough
assessment of geometry-related error seems to be lacking. We have
benchmarked 53 density functionals, focusing on approximations
of the first four rungs and on relatively small basis sets for
computational efficiency. Optimized geometries of 279 neutral
first-row molecules (H, C, N, O, F) are judged by energy penalties
relative to the best available geometries, using the composite model
ATOMIC/B5 as energy probe. Only hybrid functionals provide
good accuracy with root-mean-square errors around 0.1 kcal/mol
and maximum errors below 1.0 kcal/mol, but not all of them do.
Conspicuously, first-generation hybrids with few or no empirical
parameters tend to perform better than highly parameterized ones.
A number of them show good accuracy already with small basis sets (6-31G(d), 6-311G(d)). As is standard practice, anharmonic
ZPEs are estimated from scaled harmonic values. Statistics of the latter show less performance variation among functionals than
observed for geometry-related error, but they also indicate that ZPE error will generally dominate. We have selected PBE0-D3/6-
311G(d) for the next version of the ATOMIC protocol (ATOMIC-2) and studied it in more detail. Empirical expressions have been
calibrated to estimate bias corrections and 95% uncertainty intervals for both geometry-related error and scaled ZPEs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thermochemistry is a showpiece application of ab initio
quantum chemistry: The reliable calculation of atomization
energies provides access to experimentally relevant enthalpies
of formation, but it is computationally demanding and requires
accurate treatments of electron correlation. Wave function-
based quantum chemistry may not meet this goal at low levels;
however, it offers a clear path to converge toward the one- and
N-particle limits of the exact solution of the electronic
Schrödinger equation. Typically, only moderate effort is
necessary to achieve chemically useful accuracy (∼±1 kcal/
mol), in particular if limited empiricism is accepted with the
addition of calibrated “high-level corrections”. The success of a
range of popular thermochemistry protocols including
Gaussian1−4 and CBS5 is impressive confirmation of this
appraisal.
Solving the electronic problem for a given geometry is only

part of the solution, however. It has long been recognized that
the use of accurate geometries and the reliable estimate of
anharmonic zero-point energies (ZPEs) is equally important
and often poses the more taxing problem.6,7 Early variants of

the aforementioned protocols have relied on small basis set
Hartree−Fock (HF) and/or MP28 calculations to optimize
geometries and evaluate harmonic ZPEs,1−3,5 which are then
scaled to mitigate the effects of both model error and lack of
anharmonic corrections. The introduction of hybrid density
functional theory into the repertoire of quantum chemistry9,10

has soon triggered attempts11−13 to replace low-order wave
function theory by B3LYP.10,14 Nowadays, several midlevel
and even some advanced thermochemistry approaches use
B3LYP with basis sets of valence double- to triple-ζ quality for
this purpose, including CBS-QB315 (6-311G(d,p)16), Gaus-
sian-44 (6-31G(2df,p)17), ccCA18 (6-31G(d)19), W1,20

W3.2lite,21 and a range of other Wn variants7 (cc-pVTZ22

for molecules with first-row atoms).
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Other density functionals find less use in ab initio
thermochemistry, one example being BMK23 in both the
G4(MP2)-6X24 and G4(MP2)-XK25 protocols. The bias
toward B3LYP certainly reflects its unabated popularity and
the proven success of the above-mentioned thermochemistry
protocols, but it may also relate to the relative paucity and
limited scope of density functional assessments for geometry
optimizations. Most large-scale benchmarks instead focus on
energetic quantities,26−28 targeting applications that are of
primary interest to density functional theory. Geometry
performance has been studied in some detail by Riley et al.29

and more recently by Breḿond et al.;30 the latter study in
particular confirms the expectation that the best functionals for
energetic properties are generally the most reliable ones for
geometry optimizations.
Just collecting statistics about errors in geometrical

parameters does not yet tell how well a functional performs
in providing a reference geometry for wave function-based
thermochemistry. The actual quantity of interest is the energy
penalty relating to the error in geometry. Assessments of this
quantity are implicit in several papers proposing revised
geometry optimization protocols in thermochemistry11,12,20

and have been reported for low-cost procedures in
thermochemistry;31 however, the number of comparisons has
generally been quite limited. Vuckovic and Burke have
extended the idea and proposed an analysis framework that
uses the energy penalty (termed “geometry energy offset” and
winkingly abbreviated to “GEO”) not only to rank density
functionals for accuracy but also to gain qualitative insight into
geometry-related errors.32

Here, we present a comprehensive assessment of inexpensive
density functional approaches to optimize geometries and
evaluate ZPEs for ab initio thermochemistry. We use
composite model B5

33 of ATOMIC34−36 as an accurate
probe to assess energy penalties of 53 density functionals
with various basis sets for a benchmark set of 279 neutral,
closed-shell molecules composed of H, C, N, O, and F atoms
(Section 3). Considering a wide variety of method/basis set
combinations not only extends the basis for meaningful
assessment, it also obviates the need for explicit and expensive
geometry optimizations at the reference level of theory, as
explained and demonstrated in Section 3.1. ZPEs are assessed
for a subset of 50 molecules, for which accurate reference data

are available (Section 4), providing both optimized scale
factors and error statistics for scaled ZPEs. Recommendations
are based on a combined analysis of geometry-related and ZPE
errors (Section 5).
The present study is motivated by continued efforts to

update the ATOMIC protocol37,38 and make it fit for routine
and inexpensive, yet reliable applications to thermochemistry.
The protocol avoids empirical parametrization and implements
Pople’s concept of bond separation reactions39,40 in an ab
initio manner to achieve high accuracy with computationally
efficient composite models (such as the aforementioned B5).
The use of (RI41-)MP28(fc)/cc-pVTZ22 for geometry
optimizations and subsequent force constant analyses remains
the computational bottleneck in most calculations, warranting
its replacement by more economical alternatives that promise
equal or better accuracy.
PBE0-D342−45/6-311G(d),16 the method ultimately selected

for use in ATOMIC-2 (to be published), is analyzed in more
detail (Section 6), and simple estimates are derived and tested
for both bias and uncertainty due to geometry-related and ZPE
error (Sections 6.2−6.4). Section 7 summarizes our findings.

2. DETAILS OF THE STUDY

2.1. Methods Assessed. A total of 53 different first- to
fourth-rung46 density functionals10,14,23,42−45,47−92 (Table 1)
have been assessed with polarized split-valence double- and
triple-ζ basis sets (6-31G(d),19 6-311G(d),16 TZVP93). A
range of other basis sets (Pople basis sets 3-21G,94 6-31G, and
6-311G, augmented with various sets of polarization and
diffuse functions;16,17,19,95 Ahlrichs basis sets SVP,96 QZVP,97

def2TZV, and def2TZVP;98 polarization-consistent basis sets
pc1 and pc2;99 correlation-consistent basis set cc-pVTZ22)
have been tested for some popular functionals and those that
appeared particularly attractive for further consideration. HF
and frozen-core MP2 (each with 6-31G(d) and cc-pVTZ basis
sets) as well as MP2(full)/6-31G(d) have been added for
comparison, because they have been used in thermochemical
protocols in the past (Gaussian-1 to -3,1−3 ATOMIC34,36,37).
However, the goal is to identify a robust and, at the same time,
economical geometry optimization protocol. We have thus not
considered any double-hybrid functionals, which feature
second-order correlation terms like MP2 and so do not offer
any computational (speed) advantage over the latter. In total,

Table 1. Density Functionals Assessed in This Worka

rung type functionals used

1 LDA SVWN347,48

2 GAb BLYP,49,50 BVP86,48,49,51 HCTH/407,52,53 N12,61 PBE,54 SOGGA1155

(with disp.)c B97-D,56 B97-D3(BJ)56,57

3 meta-GAb M06-L,58 M11-L,59 TPSS,62 VSXC,63 MN12-L60

4 hybridd APF,64 B1B95,65 B1LYP,66 B3LYP,10,14 B3P86,10,51 B3PW91,10

B97-1,52 B97-2,67 ωB97,68 ωB97X,68 B9870 (fit 2c), BHandH,71,72

BHandHLYP,71,72 BMK,23 CAM-B3LYP,73 τ-HCTHhyb,74 HISS,75,76

HSE06,77−79 LC-ωPBE,80 M05,81 M05-2X,82 M06,83 M06-2X,83

M06-HF,84 M11,85 MN12-SX,86 mPW1LYP,50,87 mPW1PBE,54,87

mPW1PW91,87,88 mPW3PBE,54,87 N12-SX,86 PBE0,42−44

PBEh1PBE,89 SOGGA11-X,90 TPSSh,91 X3LYP92

(with disp.)c APF-D,64 ωB97X-D,69 PBE0-D342−45

aEach of the 53 functionals has been paired with basis sets 6-31G(d), 6-311G(d), and TZVP; additional basis sets have been considered for select
functionals; see text. bGA: gradient approximation, comprising both the standard generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and a nonseparable
gradient approximation (NGA).61 cWith dispersion correction added. dCollectively including any type of hybrid functional based on GGA, NGA,
meta-GGA, or meta-NGA with a certain amount of either global or range-dependent exact exchange.
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we have included 219 “methods”, i.e., combinations of
functionals or wave function models and basis sets (see
Table S1).
2.2. Benchmark Set of Molecules. The benchmark set

has been assembled from earlier work34,35,38,100 and
augmented with a number of azides, small heterocycles, and
other systems. Specifically, it includes the 73 molecules of the
original ATOMIC paper34 supplemented by all 26 uncharged
prototypes (“parent molecules”) involved in their bond
separation reaction, the 173 molecules considered in the
following assessment with experimental data,35 and the 87
hydrocarbons considered recently in the development of
ATOMIC(hc).37 We have discarded duplicates, but added 28
further molecules, including 4 azides (hydrogen-, fluoro-,
formyl azide and carbonyl diazide), 5 molecules identified in
the “mindless” DFT benchmark of Korth and Grimme,100

which aims at large diversity (2-azapropene, vinylamine,
methanimine-N-oxide, methylaminomethylene, 2H-azirine
from MB08-ORG # 1, 24, 34, 62, 70, discarding any bound
molecular hydrogen), 5 heterocycles (isoxazole, oxazirine,
oxazole, 1H-tetrazole, 1,2,3-trioxolane), 4 other molecules with
structural features not considered before (formaldoxime,
guanidine, hydrogen trioxide, trans-triazene), and 10 fluoro
derivatives of molecules already included (5 FCNO isomers,
cis-N-fluoroformamide, cis- and trans-nitrosyl hypofluorite,
nitrogen fluoride hypofluorite, trifluoramine oxide).
In total, the benchmark includes 279 molecules (Table S2),

all of which are neutral, composed of H, C, N, O, and F atoms,
and treated as closed-shell species. The benchmark is not only
diverse but intentionally includes “difficult” molecules such as
highly strained species (e.g., tetrahedrane, cubane, oxazirines),
multireference cases (e.g., ozone), unusual structures (e.g.,
bicyclo[1.1.0]but-1(3)-ene37), molecules known to cause
problems for certain density functionals (e.g., nitrosyl
hypofluorite,101,102 oxirene103,104), and larger molecules up to
the size of anthracene where small geometry errors may
accumulate in their effect on evaluated single-point energies.
2.3. Computational Aspects. Density functional geome-

try optimizations have been performed with Gaussian09,105

using tight SCF and geometry optimization criteria (keywords
“SCF = Tight” and “Opt = Tight” in Gaussian, largest observed
root-mean-square (RMS) force: 1.3 × 10−5 au) and “ultrafine”
pruned integration grids. Subsequent force constant calcu-
lations have identified optimized structures as true minima in
98.6% of all 61 101 (219 methods, 279 molecules) cases. Most
of the remaining 862 optimizations involve molecules with
extremely flat potential energy surfaces of essentially barrier-
free rotation or pseudorotation such as 2-butyne (36 methods
affording imaginary frequencies), cyclopentane (208), and 2,4-
hexadiyne (176), and in fact, imaginary frequencies remain
below 30i cm−1 in 60% of all cases. Genuine transition states
have been recorded for a few molecules, including for planar
naphthalene and anthracene (at the MP2/6-31G(d) level) and
for oxirene (for 116 out of 219 methods); both problem cases
are well documented in the literature.103,104,106 We have not
attempted to resolve any of these cases with imaginary
frequencies and simply report their number for each of the 219
methods tested (Table S1). Note, however, that no imaginary
frequencies have been recorded for the subset of 50 molecules
included in the zero-point energy benchmark (Section 4). For
a different subset of 99 smaller molecules, geometries have also
been optimized at the CCSD(T)107−109/cc-pVTZ22 level using

the CFOUR110 package. Subsequent force constant analyses
have identified all optimized geometries as true minima.
Geometries are probed with ATOMIC composite model

B5,
33,36 and some validation is performed with the more

advanced model A,33,34 both of which involve correlated wave
function calculations using standard correlation-consistent
basis sets111−113 (cc-pVXZ,22,114 cc-pCVXZ115). MOL-
PRO116,117 has been used for all CCSD and CCSD(T) and
some MP2 single-point energies; however, most MP2
calculations have been run with TURBOMOLE118,119

(versions 6.2, 7.1) using the RI approximation120 for
computational efficiency and large auxiliary basis sets121,122

for accuracy (cc-pV(X+2)Z, cc-pwCV(X+2)Z for atomic cc-
pVXZ and cc-pCVXZ basis sets).

3. GEOMETRIES
For the purpose of this paper, it is neither necessary nor
particularly productive to examine geometrical parameters in
much detail. The objective is to identify an optimization
protocol that minimizes the adverse effect of geometrical error
on high-level single-point energies, and statistics on bond
length and angle errors do not provide all of the necessary
information. The functional relation between energy and
geometrical displacement can be well approximated by
harmonic (quadratic) force fields, showing that individual
geometric errors can have a large impact only if the associated
force constant is large and that many smaller errors may be
more tolerable than few larger ones.
We use the ATOMIC/B5 energy as a probe to judge the

quality of a particular geometry. B5 is among the most
attractive composite models that approximates the complete
basis set limit of all-electron CCSD(T) at a low cost.36 It is
quite successful in reproducing very high-level bond separation
energies36,38 and can therefore be expected to fare well also for
energy differences of small geometric displacements (see
Section 3.1).
The use of an energy criterion even obviates the need for

external reference data to compare to. Knowing that the lowest
energy will be obtained for a geometry fully optimized at that
level, we can identify the method, i.e., the combination of wave
function or density functional and basis set, that provides the
best approximation to that geometry. We simply compare B5
single-point energies for all 219 geometries generated for a
molecule and identify the “best” geometry as the one showing
the lowest B5 energy overall. This works of course only if all
geometry optimizations lead to stationary points, in each case
properly associated with the corresponding structure of a
particular molecule. We have identified only one problem case
among all 61 101 optimizations (oxazirine rearranging to
isocyanic acid, HNCO, at the HF/6-31G(d) level) and have
removed that one from all further analysis.
The procedure may be regarded as an incomplete geometry

optimization at the B5 level that uses auxiliary trial structures
from lower-level approaches at no additional cost instead of
generating increasingly refined geometries using expensive
gradient information. We have augmented the set of trial
structures with highly accurate model A geometries obtained
previously for 27 hydrocarbons38 and additional CCSD(T)/cc-
pVTZ geometries (obtained here with CFOUR123) for 99
smaller molecules of the benchmark. The final collection of
lowest B5 energies for each of the 279 molecules forms the
database that we use to assess each of the individual 219
methods.
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Using nomenclature compatible with previous ATOMIC
papers,34,37,38 we may formally define geometry-related error as
the energy penalty arising from using an approximate
equilibrium (“e”) geometry G̃e

k that was optimized for molecule
M with a method labeled k

Δ [ ] = [ ̃ [ ]] − [ [ ]]E M E M G M E M G M; ;k k
e
geo, exact

e
exact

e
exact

(1)

and then introduce a series of approximations to illustrate our
approach; first, the replacement of the exact energy Eexact by
that of a suitably chosen composite model m (here: B5),
second, the replacement of the exact equilibrium geometry
Ge
exact[M] by that optimized with composite model m, and

finally, the approximation of the latter by the best available
approximate equilibrium geometry G̃e

kopt[M], i.e., the one
optimized with the particular method k = kopt that minimizes
E{m}[M; G̃e

k[M]]

Δ [ ] ≈ [ ̃ [ ]] − [ [ ]]

≈ [ ̃ [ ]] − [ [ ]]

≈ [ ̃ [ ]] − [ ̃ [ ]]

{ } { }

{ } { } { }

{ } { }

E M E M G M E M G M

E M G M E M G M

E M G M E M G M

; ;

; ;

; ;

k m k m

m k m m

m k m k

e
geo,

e e
exact

e e

e e
opt

(2)

In Section 6.2, we shall analyze errors for the finally selected
geometry optimization method (index k henceforth dropped)
and calibrate a model to estimate a bias correction CA,e

geo[M]
that annihilates the error ΔEA,e

geo[M] in atomization energy on
average (note that ΔEA,e

geo[M] = −ΔEe
geo[M]), as well as a

corresponding uncertainty uA,e
geo[M] for molecule M such that

[ ] + Δ [ ] ≤ [ ]C M E M u MA,e
geo

A,e
geo

A,e
geo

(3)

is fulfilled with high confidence (95% or better for a balanced
test set M ∈ {M1,M2,...}).
3.1. Assessment of the Analysis Procedure. Figure 1

shows results in the form of a heat map. One pixel each is
drawn for the combination of a method (abscissa) and a
molecule (ordinate), indicating the error in B5 energy relative
to the method identified as best for that molecule. A
logarithmic energy scale has been chosen intentionally that
distinguishes between “optimal” (black or dark green, <0.005
kcal/mol), near-optimal (any shade of green, <0.05 kcal/mol),
and potentially problematic (very pale green or white, >0.05
kcal/mol). Data points representing the “best” method for a
particular molecule have arbitrarily been assigned a value of
0.001 kcal/mol to ensure they fit the logarithmic energy scale.
Molecules have been sorted from difficult (bottom) to

simple (top) and methods from inaccurate (left) to accurate
(right), taking root-mean-square deviations over all methods
and all molecules, respectively, as sorting criteria. Individual
methods and molecules may be identified by their indices
listed in Tables S1 and S2.
Results for external reference methods (model A,

CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ) are displayed on the very right, using
longer bars instead of individual pixels. Recall that data are
available only for limited subsets of molecules (s.a.), so here
many uncolored or white stretches (all in the case of model A)
refer to missing data rather than significant energy error.
Inspection of Figure 1 and of corresponding raw data (Table

S1) allows a number of conclusions to be drawn: There is no
single method that excels for all molecules. Each method shows
in fact at least one error larger than 0.4 kcal/mol. On the other

hand, 85 out of 219 methods contribute at least 1 “best hit”, 44
contribute more than 1, and 3 of them contribute more than
15 each (see top bar of Figure 1). In some cases, best hits may
be landed by chance: B97-2/6-31G(d), for example, provides
the best geometry for oxirene, although it turns out to be a
transition state at that level (C−O, 1.489 Å, CC, 1.266 Å,
C−H 1.073 Å; compare CCSD(T)(fc)/aug′-cc-pV6Z:124
1.496, 1.270, 1.069 Å). Even a number of those methods
that disappoint overall (left-hand side of Figure 1) contribute
some “best geometries” or at least geometries that are very
close to optimal (dark spots in Figure 1). Obviously, every
method has its own strengths and weaknesses and the B5-
energy criterion lets us identify the strengths and provide
information that we use to build up the reference database.
Of course, only explicit geometry optimization at the B5 level

could quantify the reliability of this database. Prohibitive
computational expense forced us to discard this idea, but the
analysis of limited external reference data certainly helps:
The first external reference, CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ, is

generally regarded to be quite accurate for geometries, and a
root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 0.0036 Å relative to
the basis set limit has been reported for 138 unique bond
lengths of first-row molecules.124 Still we do not observe a
single best hit from any of the 99 CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ
geometry optimizations performed here (Tables S1 and S2).
This may surprise at first glance, but one needs to keep in mind
that the applied energy probe (model B5) is significantly more
advanced than CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ, as it approximates the
complete basis set limit of all-electron CCSD(T) through
extrapolation of frozen-core MP2 energies, augmented with
smaller basis set evaluations of CCSD, (T), and core-
correlation increments. Recently Warden et al. have proposed
a related focal-point approximation for frozen-core CCSD(T)
geometry optimizations125 that likewise combines CBS
estimates of MP2 with smaller basis set evaluations of the
difference between CCSD(T) and MP2 and is demonstrated
to reproduce large basis set CCSD(T) geometries with high
accuracy. In summary, we may conclude that the collection of
“best methods” provides more accurate geometries than
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ for any of the 99 molecules tested.
Statistical assessment further indicates a tendency of
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ to overestimate bond lengths slightly
(compared to “best geometries”, 359 bonds: mean signed error
(MSE) = 0.006 Å, mean unsigned error (MUE) = 0.008 Å,
data not shown in detail), which is in qualitative agreement
with observations reported by Spackman et al.124

The second external reference (model A, 27 geometries
taken from earlier work38) contributes 17 “best hits” to our
database and shows energy penalties of less than 0.01 kcal/mol
in all remaining 10 cases (Table S2). This demonstrates the
close agreement of model B5 with model A, which is an
alternative, more accurate, approximation to all-electron
CCSD(T)/CBS. One may ask how well our procedure
would work in the absence of model A geometries: For 16
out of the 17 “best hit” cases, there is at least one method in
the pool of 219 that has an energy penalty of less than 0.05
kcal/mol; in only one case, we observe larger but still
acceptable 0.10 kcal/mol (MN12-L/TZVP, bicyclo[1.1.0]-
but-1(3)-ene; data not shown in detail).
In summary, we can expect that our choice of “best”

geometries as reference introduces energy errors of less than
0.1 kcal/mol in most cases, and typically much less than this.
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3.2. Performance of Individual Methods. Individual
methods show RMS energy penalties relative to this reference
that vary between excellent 0.09 kcal/mol (B1B95/6-
31+G(d)) and unacceptable 2.12 kcal/mol (HSE06/3-21G,
see Table S1). A majority of 55% of all methods show
reasonable values of 0.25 kcal/mol or less. Figure 2 provides a
histogram-style overview of RMS and maximum error statistics,
pooling methods of a particular density functional approx-
imation and basis set (view limited to 6-31G(d), black; 6-
311G(d), red; TZVP, blue).
LDA and GGA functionals perform quite poorly overall,

never reaching RMS errors below 0.4 kcal/mol. Somewhat
surprisingly SVWN3 still performs better (0.6 kcal/mol) than
either BLYP (1.5) or BVP86 (0.9) if combined with a triple-ζ
split-valence basis set. The nonseparable gradient approxima-
tion of N12 is more successful but does not fully convince
either (RMS ∼ 0.3 kcal/mol).

The best-performing nonhybrid functionals go beyond the
generalized (or nonseparable) gradient approximation and
reach RMS errors down to 0.2 kcal/mol (MN12-L with split-
valence double- or triple-ζ basis set). Hybrid approximations
are required to push numbers further down to 0.1 kcal/mol,
but they are not a guarantee of good performance: Among
different hybrid functionals, RMS errors still vary by up to an
order of magnitude (Figure 2, bottom panel), so do maximum
errors (top panel). This observation sounds a note of caution
to select functionals carefully and check all statistical
parameters; a particular method may be performing well on
average but not be robust enough for general use, if significant
problems are observed for a few molecules.
Fortunately, the simple polarized split-valence double-ζ basis

set (6-31G(d)) behaves quite well in general, and some hybrid
functionals (notably, B1B95 and mPW1PW91, Table S1)
paired with it show excellent performance not far from the

Figure 1. Heat map showing the error in B5 energy observed for a given molecule (ordinate) using geometries optimized with a given method
(abscissa). Molecules have been sorted for RMS deviations over all methods, and methods have likewise been sorted for RMS deviations over all
molecules. See Tables S1 and S2 to identify methods and molecules by their index. RMS deviations for select methods and molecules are indicated
in blue italic style. Methods contributing a “best” geometry are indicated on the top bar, those with more than 15 “best” hits and select others are
named explicitly. See text for more details.
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overall best result of 0.09 kcal/mol. Extension to polarized
split-valence triple-ζ (6-311G(d)) often improves results. The
addition of further valence, polarization, or diffuse functions
has only been studied for a few functionals; it helps in some
cases (e.g., B3LYP, Table S1 in agreement with earlier
observations126), but has a negative impact in others (compare,
e.g., PBE0/6-311G(d), 0.11 kcal/mol, PBE0/QZVP, 0.15
kcal/mol). On the other hand, it is essential to retain
polarization functions on nonhydrogen atoms; none of the
otherwise successful functionals PBE0 and HSE06 achieves
RMS errors below 1.5 kcal/mol if combined with unpolarized
basis sets (3-21G, 6-31G, def2TZV).

4. ZERO-POINT ENERGIES

It is common practice in most thermochemistry approaches
(including Gaussian-n,1−4 ccCA,18,127 and Weizmann-120) to
estimate zero-point energies (ZPEs) from scaled harmonic
frequencies ωi (ZPE

scal = fscalZPE = 1/2·fscal∑iωi). Scaling
eliminates or at least reduces average biases introduced
through both methodological shortcomings and the neglect
of anharmonic contributions. To calibrate fscal, we have
resorted to a training subset of 50 molecules, for which we
have previously assembled accurate anharmonic ZPEs,38 both
from experimental and theoretical sources (Table S3). The
calibration follows standard protocols,128 minimizing the
squared sum of differences between reference and scaled
harmonic ZPEs. Table S4 lists optimized scale factors and error
statistics for all 219 methods considered here. A number of
these methods have already been assessed in the past,129−131

reported scale factors either match ours or are slightly smaller
(by up to 0.005), reflecting differences in the training sets
employed. We note in particular that optimized scale factors
for MP2/cc-pVTZ (0.979) and B3LYP/cc-pVTZ (0.990) are
very close to values recommended for use in thermochemical
applications (0.9835 and 0.989131,132).

4.1. Performance of Individual Methods. RMS errors of
scaled ZPEs vary from 0.13 (TPSSh/TZVP) to 0.53 kcal/mol
(HSE06/3-21G), spanning a much smaller 4-fold range than
we have observed for geometry-related error (25-fold). This
may in part reflect the use of an optimized scale factor that
evens out ZPE error and the paucity of accurate reference data
that seriously limits the size of the benchmark, but it also
highlights the fact that geometry-related error is potentially
more problematic, because it scales quadratically with
displacement from a true reference geometry. The encouraging
news is that 82% of all methods (179 methods, see Table S4)
achieve an acceptable 0.25 kcal/mol RMS error in ZPEs, far
more than observed for geometry-related errors (s.a.). Notable
exceptions include HF and MP2 with various basis sets, M06-
HF, a functional with 100% exact exchange, the meta-GGA
M11-L, and generally choices based on unpolarized basis sets
(3-21G, 6-31G, def2TZV). There is no clear-cut correlation
between the level of density functional approximation and ZPE
accuracy; in fact, functionals with RMS errors close to the best
performer, a hybrid functional (TPSSh/TZVP, s.a.), can be
found among the lowest two rungs: SVWN3/6-31G(d) (0.15
kcal/mol), N12/6-31G(d) (0.14 kcal/mol) (see Figure 3).

Figure 2. Geometry errors assessed by ATOMIC model B5 as energy probe. The top panel shows maximum observed errors, and the bottom panel
shows RMS errors, each evaluated for the complete set of 279 molecules. Assessed density functionals are not specified individually but classified by
type (1 LDA, 8 GA (GGA/NGA), 5 meta (meta-GGA, meta-NGA), 39 hybrid), and colors indicate the basis set used (black, 6-31G(d); red, 6-
311G(d); blue, TZVP). Data are shown as histograms; bars are drawn with a vertical resolution of 0.1 kcal/mol (top) and 0.02 kcal/mol (bottom),
and their length is chosen proportional to the number of functionals representing a particular value. A logarithmic scale has been chosen for
improved clarity.
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Only double-hybrid functionals are known to have a distinct
advantage;131,133 we have tested two options just to offer a
point-of-reference. Both B2-PLYP134/cc-pVTZ and mPW2-
PLYP135/cc-pVTZ undercut the RMS error of TPSSh/TZVP
by about one-third (Table S4). Such excellent performance
requires balanced basis sets with several sets of polarization
functions,131 however, making the use of double-hybrid
functionals computationally very expensive and unattractive
for the purposes of our study. Moderating expectations on
accuracy, there are still a number of interesting first- to fourth-
rung functionals to choose from that all have relatively low
RMS and maximum errors and that get by with small basis
sets; see Figure 3.

5. OVERALL ASSESSMENT: GEOMETRY-RELATED
AND ZPE ERRORS

Figure 4 compares geometry-related and ZPE errors for all 53
density functionals, HF, and MP2, showing results for standard
small basis sets (6-31G(d), 6-311G(d), TZVP, see Figures 2
and 3) and, as far as available, also for the larger basis sets 6-
31G(2df,p) and cc-pVTZ, which have found use in popular
thermochemistry protocols (G4, some Weizmann variants,
each with B3LYP). Approaches are sorted for the combined
RMS error, i.e., the RMS of individual, geometry-related, and
ZPE, RMS errors, for each approach taking the most successful
basis set. The value of this metric ranges from 1.52 (HF/6-
31G(d)) down to 0.30 (TPSSh/6-311G(d)) on the left-hand
side of Figure 4 and from 0.28 (M06/6-31G(d)) down to 0.20
(B1B95/6-31G(d)) on the right-hand side, which besides
MN12-L only includes hybrid functionals. The metric cannot

serve as an absolute criterion, because geometry-related errors
are assessed for a significantly larger and more diverse set of
molecules, but it is still quite useful, because it identifies less-
than-ideal methods (on the left-hand side) that suffer from
above-average errors in at least one of the two categories,
geometries, or ZPEs.
Geometry-related error is the knock-out criterion for all

methods in the upper two-thirds section of the left-hand-side
panel, with RMS errors regularly approaching or exceeding 0.5
kcal/mol and maximum errors often being outside the range
displayed (+3 kcal/mol). Scrutiny of individual data (available
in the Supporting Information) shows that molecules with high
heteroatom content, generally those with small molecule index
in Figure 1 and Table S2, are among the worst offenders in
most cases, including tetrafluorohydrazine, perfluoroperoxide,
F2NOF, and various azides, to just name a few. cis-FONO is a
special case causing problems for some methods that perform
well otherwise (indicated by dashed lines in Figure 4; e.g.,
B3PW91 and mPW3PBE with 6-311G(d) basis set). It is
known to have two distinct minima along the F−O stretch
coordinate (at ≈1.43 and ≈1.7 Å);136 and we must assume
that our assessment, producing a nearly continuous range of
F−O distances between 1.35 and 1.82 Å for 219 methods, has
not always identified the lowest minimum. Some other well-
performing functionals, including B1LYP, B3LYP, B97-1, B98,
and τ-HCTHhyb, show weaknesses for geometries of larger
saturated hydrocarbons that improve upon basis set extension
(compare Figure 4). MP2 stands out with known problems for
triple bonds35 (particularly in tetracyanomethane, see Table
S2), but the real surprise is BMK that is conspicuous for

Figure 3. ZPE errors observed for the calibration set (50 molecules) after scaling. The top panel shows error ranges (differences between maximum
positive and maximum negative errors), and the bottom panel shows RMS errors. Like in Figure 2, the assessed density functionals are not specified
individually but classified by type (1 LDA, 8 GA (GGA/NGA), 5 meta (meta-GGA, meta-NGA), 39 hybrid), and colors indicate the basis set used
(black, 6-31G(d); red, 6-311G(d); blue, TZVP). Data are shown as histograms; bars are drawn with a vertical resolution of 0.02 kcal/mol (top)
and 0.01 kcal/mol (bottom), and their length is chosen proportional to the number of functionals representing a particular value.
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overestimating C−C bond lengths in strained hydrocarbons,
e.g., in tetrahedrane (“best hit” reference 1.474 Å, BMK/6-
31G(d): 1.521 Å). The situation seems to improve with basis
set size (BMK/TZVP: 1.512 Å, compare also Figure 4), but we
have not tested BMK/6-31+G(2df,p) and so cannot comment
on the geometry optimization protocol used in G4(MP2)-
6X.24 N12/6-31G(d) has recently been suggested as promising
low-cost alternative;31 our assessment indeed shows excellent
performance for ZPEs but only average quality for geometries
(Figure 4).
We shall not discuss any further details on specific geometry

problems but rather focus on methods that behave well for
both geometry optimizations and ZPE evaluations (right-hand
side of Figure 4). Using just the sorting criterion of combined
RMS error, it would be easy to identify B1B95/6-31G(d) as
the best candidate for a midlevel thermochemistry protocol,
one that by the way uses a very small basis set and so promises
high computational efficiency. In reality, however, values of the
sorting criterion span such a small range for methods listed on
the right-hand side that each of them can be recommended if

combined with the individually most promising basis set. We
note in particular that B3LYP combined with either 6-
31G(2df,p) or cc-pVTZ shows excellent performance,
providing support for its use in popular thermochemistry
protocols (G4, several variants of Weizmann). We choose the
following guiding principles to select an alternative protocol:
simplicity of the functional, small basis set size, good overall
performance, and avoidance of excessive maximal errors. After
resolving remaining issues with imaginary frequencies (Table
S1), the chosen protocol should also find a true energy
minimum for each of the 279 molecules considered. The latter
two conditions seem particularly important, since we wish to
not only ensure good overall accuracy but also robustness in
“difficult” situations. A few functionals disappoint in this
respect; SOGGA11-X and MN12-SX, e.g., show excessive
geometry-related error (>1.5 kcal/mol, Figure 4) for
perfluoroperoxide.

5.1. Choice of an Inexpensive Method for Geometry
Optimizations and ZPE Evaluations. In the end, we have
selected PBE0-D3/6-311G(d), which is not only among the

Figure 4. Geometry-related and ZPE errors for 53 density functionals, HF, and MP2 with select basis sets (color coded). Vertical dotted and
dashed guide lines represent errors of 0.5 and 1.0 kcal/mol, respectively. RMS errors for 279 molecules (geometry, 278 for HF/6-31G(d), see text)
or 50 molecules (ZPE) are shown as thick lines; maximum errors (geometry) and error ranges, i.e., differences between maximum positive and
negative errors (ZPE) are plotted as thin lines. Error values larger than 3 kcal/mol are truncated (see left-hand side) for improved clarity. Dotted
thin lines are used in those cases, in which the largest geometry error pertains to cis-FONO; the solid section then indicates the largest error found
among all other molecules. This distinction is made because cis-FONO is known to have two distinct minima, and no attempt was made to locate
both (see text for details). Methods are ordered from top left to bottom right, using as sorting criterion a decreasing squared sum of RMS errors for
geometry and ZPE, in each case taking the most successful basis set displayed. Raw data are collected in Tables S1 and S4.
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very best candidates but is attractive also for two other reasons:
First, the functional is largely “ab initio” and contains
calibrated parameters only in the added dispersion term.
Second, and maybe even more importantly, it is widely
available and implemented in almost all quantum chemistry
codes that allow for density functional calculations. The
addition of a dispersion term promises some advantage for
larger molecules as discussed below. The basis set 6-311G(d)
has been given preference because it shows excellent geometry
performance for PBE0(-D3) (Table S1) and at the same time
contains fewer functions than most reasonable alternatives.
Overall accuracy is comparable to popular B3LYP as used in
G4 and in some Weizmann variants, slightly better in
geometries and a little worse in ZPEs. The distinguishing
factor is that PBE0 and PBE0-D3 achieve good performance
with small basis sets already (6-31G(d): 2 and 15 functions on
H and C, N, O, F atoms, respectively; 6-311G(d): 3 and 18),
while B3LYP needs larger basis sets to achieve that goal (6-
31G(2df,p): 5 and 28; cc-pVTZ: 14 and 30; see Figure 4),
translating into a very significant computational (speed)
advantage of PBE0(-D3) for both geometry optimization and
force constant calculation.
5.2. Dispersion Corrections. Table S2 lists individual

results for select geometry optimization protocols. As expected,
the dispersion term in PBE0-D3 has a negligible effect for most
molecules; however, we see a small advantage for a number of
larger hydrocarbons for which dispersion effects on geometries
are plausible. We have selected the classic example of alanine
tetrapeptide (Ac-(Ala)3-NHMe, C12H22N4O4) as additional
test case to assess the effects of dispersion terms on geometries
and on accurate energies (B5) evaluated for those geometries.
More than 20 years ago Beachy et al. have optimized 10
conformers at the HF/6-31G(d,p) level and obtained local
MP2 single-point energies as a benchmark for classical force
fields.137−139 More recently, Distasio et al. have optimized the
geometries of two conformers (extended, #1 and globular, #3)
at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level and noted significant long-range
correlation effects on conformer geometries and resulting
conformational energy gaps at the complete basis set limit of
MP2.140 Note that MP2 is the only tractable fully ab initio
option to probe effects of long-range dispersion in larger

molecules. It may not be a reliable reference for local
geometric parameters such as bond lengths (Table S1), but
any problems related to these should effectively cancel out in
the analysis of relative (conformational) energies.
Here, we have performed geometry optimizations for all 10

conformers at the HF/6-31G(d,p), MP2/cc-pVTZ, PBE0/6-
311G(d), and PBE0-D3/6-311G(d) levels. Results shown in
Table 2 confirm Distasio’s general observation for the entire
set of conformers and at a higher level chosen for single-point
energies. They further show that relative energies (B5)
computed for PBE0-D3 geometries match those computed
for MP2 geometries quite well, improving on PBE0 geometries
in a number of cases (particularly for conformers 4−8 and 10
relative to 3). In summary, the dispersion term in PBE0-D3 has
a negligible effect on geometries of smaller molecules, but
there is some evidence that it helps improve the situation for
larger species.

6. ASSESSMENT OF PBE0-D3/6-311G(D)

PBE0-D3/6-311G(d) will be used in the updated version of
the ATOMIC protocol (ATOMIC-2, to be published) to
optimize geometries and estimate anharmonic ZPEs from
scaled harmonic values ( fscal = 0.979, Table S4). Here, we
assess this choice in more detail and calibrate simple
expressions that correct for average bias in atomization
energies (CA,e

geo[M]) and ZPEs (CZPE[M]) and estimate 95%
uncertainty intervals (uA,e

geo[M], uZPE[M]). Final results,
including bias corrections and uncertainty estimates, will be
referred to as ATOMIC-2um (“um” for uncertainty model).

6.1. Analysis of Cases with Imaginary Frequencies.
Geometries optimized at the PBE0-D3/6-311G(d) level have
been identified as transition states in three cases. In two of
them (2,4-hexadiyne and cyclopentane), imaginary frequencies
are very small (7i, 17i cm−1) and careful reoptimization of
slightly distorted structures affords true minima that are 8 ×
10−5 kcal/mol lower and 9 × 10−5 kcal/mol higher (!) in
energy, respectively. The tiny energy differences and their sign
in the second case demonstrate that numerical precision may
not be sufficient to determine the nature of the stationary point
and that the modes corresponding to rotation (2,4-hexadiyne)
and pseudorotation (cyclopentane) should rather be consid-

Table 2. Relative Energies of Alanine Tetrapeptide Conformers

level used for conformera

single-point energy geometry optimization 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 source

HF/6-31G(d,p) HF/6-31G(d,p) 0.23 0.82 0.00 2.38 2.41 1.24 6.36 4.34 7.23 7.49 ref 137
LMP2/cc-pVTZ(-f,-d) HF/6-31G(d,p) 2.71 2.84 0.00 4.13 3.88 2.20 5.77 4.16 6.92 6.99 ref 137

HF/6-31G(d,p) HF/6-31G(d,p) 0.31 0.90 0.00 2.49 2.47 1.25 6.45 4.33 7.23 7.59 this workb

MP2/cc-pVTZ HF/6-31G(d,p) 4.33 4.25 0.00 5.68 5.38 1.86 5.94 3.81 7.40 7.02 this workc

model B5 HF/6-31G(d,p) 3.40 3.40 0.00 5.00 4.64 2.13 5.94 4.13 7.18 7.39 this work
model B5 MP2/cc-pVTZ 4.51 4.33 0.00 5.85 5.53 2.02 6.29 4.40 7.60 7.28 this work
model B5 PBE0-D3/6-311G(d) 4.59 4.50 0.00 5.88 5.74 2.14 6.29 4.44 7.83 7.30 this work
model B5 PBE0/6-311G(d) 4.57 4.52 0.00 6.01 6.23 2.31 6.45 4.63 7.84 8.02 this work

aSee ref 137 for definition of conformers. All energies are reported in kcal/mol, relative to the energy of conformer 3. bThe results of ref 137 could
only be reproduced approximately (compare above), relative energies deviating by up to 0.11 kcal/mol. We also note that some optimized ϕ and ψ
angles differed by up to 9° from values reported in ref 137 (not shown in detail). We attribute these differences to the tighter convergence criteria
used here for geometry optimizations (RMS gradient <10−6 au in all cases, <3 × 10−4 au reported in ref 137). cAll MP2/cc-pVTZ calculations use
the RI approximation (TURBOMOLE). The large differences with respect to LMP2/cc-pVTZ(-f,-d) reported in ref 137 are likely due to our
choice of not neglecting higher-angular-momentum functions and not reverting to local correlation, choices that more than 20 years ago (ref 137)
would not have been feasible.
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ered as entirely barrier-free. The third case concerns the
imaginary frequency of the ring-opening mode for oxirene
which is 93i cm−1 at the PBE0-D3/6-311G(d) level. Many
methods share the problem of not identifying the C2v-
symmetric energy minimum,103 reflecting the low barrier for
rearrangement to formyl methylene,141,142 and we find this to
be true for 116 out of 219 methods studied here (see also
Section 2.3). However, PBE0-D3/6-311G(d) still performs
better than other density functionals, notably B3LYP with a
range of basis sets,104 which do not show any minimum for
oxirene. PBE0-D3/6-311G(d) affords a second stationary
point with Cs-symmetry (C−O: 1.425, 1.558 Å) that is a
true minimum, about 0.02 kcal/mol lower in energy (and 0.15
kcal/mol higher at the B5 level) than the C2v-symmetric
structure (C−O: 1.486 Å).
6.2. Error and Uncertainty Model for Geometries.

Equation 1 defines the geometry error using exact energies and
exact reference geometries. So far, we have adopted the final
approximation of eq 2 instead, using a midlevel composite
model (B5) as energy probe and reference geometries that are
near-optimal for that same level.
The evaluation of more accurate geometries is hardly

feasible for the entire data set, but, as discussed in Section 3.1,
probably not needed either: For 27 hydrocarbons, we used
geometries fully optimized at the significantly more elaborate
level of model A and saw little change in computed single-
point B5 energies, observing a difference of 0.1 kcal/mol in
only one exceptional case. Looking for further confirmation,
we have performed additional geometry optimizations at the B5
and A levels, using the same procedure as in previous work,38

now focusing on seven small molecules for which problems
may be expected, including some for which PBE0-D3/6-
311G(d) performs poorly. Table S5 lists geometry errors
evaluated at the B5 and A levels and based on reference
geometries taken either from the pool (“best”), or from
geometry optimizations at the B5 and A levels. The effect of
using fully optimized geometries rather than approximate ones
reaches ≈0.1 kcal/mol in two cases: cis-FONO (compare
Section 5) and F2O2, whose F−O bond length is known to be
quite sensitive to basis set saturation and post-CCSD(T)
effects.143,144 Apart from these two extreme cases, the effect of
fully optimizing the geometry is very small, and apart from only
F2O2 the differences between using optimized B5 and A
geometries as reference to compute geometry errors of PBE0-

D3/6-311G(d) are negligible. The latter observation again
demonstrates the high quality of B5 geometries and provides
additional support for our choice to use this much simpler
composite model as energy probe to select “best” geometries.
On the other hand, we anticipate some sensitivity of

computed geometry errors to the level chosen for single-point
energies, specifically in cases where the approximate geometry
(G̃e

k[M]) differs markedly from the reference geometry
(G̃e

kopt[M]). Differences between models A and B5 commonly
reach 0.1 kcal/mol in those cases and even 0.2 kcal/mol for
amineoxide (Table S5). To provide a refined data set to
calibrate an empirical expression for CA,e

geo[M] and uA,e
geo[M] (eq

3), we have thus recomputed all geometry errors using “best”
geometries (G̃e

kopt[M]) as reference and the more accurate
model A as better approximation to the exact energy for single-
point evaluations. The data listed in Table S2 (column “PBE0-
D3”) indicate a slight increase by 0.02 kcal/mol on average;
larger shifts of up to about 0.2 kcal/mol are expectedly limited
to a few molecules for which both composite models indicate
significant geometry error (those discussed before as well as
F2NOF, see also Figure 5).
Using the refined data set (Table S2, column “PBE0-D3”,

subcolumn “A”), we see that geometry-related error remains
below 0.1 kcal/mol in 62% and below 0.2 kcal/mol in 94% of
all cases. The expected scaling with molecular size can be
observed in a number of cases (e.g., 0.02 kcal/mol per carbon
in n-alkanes, and per aromatic ring added to benzene), but the
largest errors are observed for some smaller molecules
containing bonds between heteroatoms (N, O, F); they exceed
0.3 kcal/mol in seven cases (Figure 5). Not all molecules with
bonds between heteroatoms are problematic, but they do show
larger error on average (0.17 kcal/mol for 63 molecules).
Unfortunately the presence of certain types of bonds is not

always a good predictor of error. To give an example, the N−O
bond in amineoxide is significantly too short at the PBE0-D3/
6-311G(d) level (1.333 Å; reference: 1.360 Å, Table S5),
giving rise to the largest error observed (0.67 kcal/mol, Figure
5), but the problem is much reduced in pyridine-N-oxide
(1.257 Å, 1.270 Å, 0.18 kcal/mol) and nonexistent in
trifluoramine oxide (1.153 Å, 1.154 Å, 0.02 kcal/mol, Table
S5). Another example is the central N−O bond in the above-
mentioned nitrosyl hypofluorite, much too short in the cis-
isomer (1.362 Å, 1.426 Å, 0.48 kcal/mol, Table S5 and Figure
5), less so in the trans-isomer (1.470 Å, 1.492 Å, 0.22 kcal/

Figure 5. Energy error in kcal/mol resulting from the use of PBE0-D3/6-311G(d) geometries, evaluated with composite models A (blue) and B5
(red) as energy probes. A few of the largest molecules in the set are shown (top) as well as all molecules for which the energy error exceeds 0.3
kcal/mol (bottom). Data are taken from Table S2.
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mol). The problem is less severe in the related cis- (1.361 Å,
1.374 Å, 0.18 kcal/mol) and trans-isomers (1.400 Å, 1.416 Å,
0.09 kcal/mol) of nitrous acid (HONO).
Realizing that it is impossible to predict specific geometry

errors with any confidence, we shall only try to estimate simple
averages and ranges observed for molecules of given
composition. Molecules not including heteroatoms, i.e.,
hydrocarbons and molecular hydrogen, are the easiest ones
to deal with. Assigning small corrections of −0.005 and −0.01
kcal/mol to each hydrogen and carbon atom reduces the
average error from 0.087 kcal/mol to a mere 0.006 kcal/mol,
and the symmetric interval ranging from zero to twice the
correction covers 96 out of 102 species (94%). Additional
increments of −0.04 kcal/mol per N, O, and F atom are
needed for the remaining 177 molecules that do include
heteroatoms, reducing average error from 0.101 to 0.023 kcal/
mol and covering 169 species (95%) in the interval ranging
from zero to twice the correction.
Corrections and uncertainties are thus estimated from the

number nX of atoms of element X. Following a change of sign
for application to atomization energies, they read

[ ] = · + · + + + ·

[ ] = ± [ ]

C M n n n n n

u M C M

( 0.005 0.01 ( ) 0.04)
kcal/mol

A,e
geo

H C N O F

A,e
geo

A,e
geo

(4)

The model respects the expected and observed scaling with
molecular size as well as the insight that any approximation to
the true geometry must lower the atomization energy. The
uncertainty interval covers 265 out of 279 molecules overall
and so meets the goal of 95% confidence, while it reduces
mean residual errors to negligible values (0.017 kcal/mol). As
discussed above, the model is equally valid for two specific

subsets (hydrocarbons, all other molecules, s.a.), but for
obvious reasons, it may fail for sets focusing exclusively on
molecules with many heteroatoms: For example, it covers just
36 of the 41 molecules (88%) containing only heteroatoms
and hydrogen. Finally, we advise some caution in the
interpretation of estimated error bars as observed errors
cannot be expected to follow a symmetric normal distribution
centered at −CA,e

geo[M]. In fact, two-thirds rather than half of all
observed errors (187 out of 279) are smaller and one-third are
larger, an observation that we attribute to the quadratic scaling
of energy with geometric displacement.

6.3. Error and Uncertainty Model for ZPEs. Some of the
largest errors in scaled ZPEs (ZPEscal = fscalZPE = 0.979 ZPE)
are observed for relatively small molecules (most notably
ozone, 0.60 kcal/mol; Table S3, column “Error”, “A”), while
medium-sized organic molecules exhibit fairly small errors
(e.g., molecules 30−34). Superficially, this observation would
suggest that one estimates ZPE errors and uncertainties for
out-of-set molecules from statistics obtained for the calibration
set and neglects any possible size dependence. Such a proposal
seems ill-advised, however, since many smaller frequency
errors may add up to significant values for larger molecules.
Note that the scarcity of good reference data does not really
allow us to assess size dependence, benzene being the largest
molecule in the set. Expressing uncertainties as a percentage of
the ZPE would be desirable but faces the problem that some of
the smaller molecules exhibit excessive relative errors (e.g.,
fluorine, difluoro monoxide, nitrous oxide, ozone: 4−14% of
scaled ZPE, from data in Table S3), while others, such as
hydrocarbons, do not (e.g., C3Hn, all below 1% of scaled ZPE).
In developing the ATOMIC(hc) protocol, we were able to

retain moderate percentage uncertainty intervals through the
combination of two separate ZPE calculations, one at the
MP2/cc-pVTZ level and another one at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ
level.38 This choice was made based on the observation that

Figure 6. Individual ZPE scale factors for PBE0-D3/6-311G(d). Black crosses show the individual scale factor fscal
(i) needed to match a computed

harmonic ZPE with anharmonic reference data. Red circles indicate the respective individual scale factor using scaled (0.9868, ref 131) harmonic
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ data as reference instead. Data are plotted vs the fraction xNOF of N, O, and F atoms contributing to the stoichiometry of a
molecule. The blue dotted and solid lines indicate the final choice of corrected scale factors and related uncertainties adopted in the ATOMIC-2um
protocol ( fscal

um , eq 5). See Tables S3 and S6 for individual data.
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both levels afford acceptable results overall, but often err on
opposite sides. Not only does the averaging of scaled ZPEs
improve final statistics, but differences between individual
results serve as a sanity check allowing us to identify problem
cases and increase moderate default uncertainties of 0.8%
uncertainties accordingly such that the overall goal of 95%
confidence intervals is (nearly) met. This approach appears to
work well in general; however, the addition of a second
geometry optimization and force constant calculation com-
promises simplicity and efficiency of the thermochemistry
protocol. It has thus not been considered as an option for
ATOMIC-2.
Figure 6 analyzes individual scale factors fscal

(i) determined to
match the target ZPE of molecule i precisely. Black crosses
show fscal

(i) values as a function of molecular composition, using
xNOF as dependent variable, which expresses the fraction of
heteroatoms, i.e., the total number of N, O, and F atoms
divided by the total number of all atoms. Individual scale
factors for molecules with low heteroatom content fall into a
narrow range around 0.98, those for molecules with larger
heteroatom content vary widely and are significantly smaller on
average. This observation suggests that errors in computed
vibrational frequencies may be relatively consistent for certain
types of vibrational modes (involving C and H atoms) but not
necessarily in general. It may also reflect the larger size of
organic molecules (small xNOF) in the calibration set, which
infers a larger number of different modes and so enhanced
chances of error cancellation between over- and under-
estimated contributions to the ZPE.38

Least-squares fits for molecules with xNOF = 0 or 1 yield fscal,0
= 0.982 (11 data) and fscal,1 = 0.916 (5 data), respectively, and
we find that a quadratic function, fscal

um = 0.982 − 0.066·xNOF
2

interpolates reasonably well between the extreme points xNOF
= 0 and 1. We estimate the uncertainty as ±0.8% of the
unscaled ZPE for xNOF = 0, which (just) covers all data for
molecules without heteroatoms and as ±10% for xNOF = 1 such
that the combined estimate

= − · ± + ·f x x(0.982 0.066 ) (0.008 0.092 )scal
um

NOF
2

NOF
2

(5)

covers all molecules but one (hydrogen fluoride) and so meets
our goal of 95% or better uncertainty intervals. Equation 5 is
the final definition of the scale factor fscal

um adopted in the
ATOMIC-2um uncertainty model, and so the terms

[ ] = − ·

[ ] = ± + ·

C M x

u M x

(0.003 0.066 )ZPE

(0.008 0.092 )ZPE

ZPE
NOF
2

ZPE
NOF
2

(6)

estimate bias and uncertainty of the scaled harmonic value,
fscalZPE = 0.979·ZPE used in regular ATOMIC-2. The
proposed bias correction is quite effective; it reduces mean
signed and RMS errors from 0.06 and 0.21 kcal/mol for the set
(Table S4) to −0.01 kcal/mol and 0.15 kcal/mol, respectively.
6.4. Validation of Error and Uncertainty Model for

ZPEs. We have obtained harmonic ZPEs at the CCSD(T)/cc-
pVTZ level for all 99 molecules considered earlier at the same
level for geometry optimizations (Section 3.1). Scaled ZPEs
are expectedly more reliable at this level ( fscal = 0.9868131)
than at density functional levels (Table S3), prompting us to
use them as auxiliary reference. Individual scale factors fscal

(i)

determined with this reference for PBE0-D3/6-311G(d) are
shown as red circles in Figure 6. They confirm trends already
observed with accurate anharmonic reference data (black

crosses), but now for a larger set of molecules: With increasing
heteroatom content, fscal

(i) tends to smaller values on average and
shows a larger variance between molecules. There are eight
molecules with fscal

(i) values outside the uncertainty estimate
(blue solid lines in Figure 6): two molecules above the upper
limit (hydrogen fluoride, s.a., and hydrogen) and six molecules
below, all with CC and CN triple bonds, for which reference
values appear to underestimate true anharmonic ZPEs,
however, as explained below.
Table S6 further compares ATOMIC-2um ZPEs to the set of

scaled CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ ZPEs just discussed, and to three
different estimates for the entire 279 molecule test set,145 each
believed to be more accurate than PBE0-D3/6-311G(d): the
model implemented in ATOMIC(hc),38 the method perform-
ing best for the calibration set (TPSSh/TZVP, RMS error:
0.130 kcal/mol), and the pair of methods whose average shows
the best performance for the calibration set (MN12-L/6-
31G(d) and TPSS/TZVP, RMS = 0.105 kcal/mol), not far
from the accuracy of typical double-hybrid functionals (RMS ≈
0.09 kcal/mol, bottom of Table S4). Figure 7 illustrates

comparisons in graphical form and highlights cases of
disagreement in red color (also marked in Table S6). There
are 19 potential problem cases (6.8% of 279), for which
ATOMIC-2um error bars do not enclose all available external
reference data: These include the known outlier hydrogen
fluoride (s.a.), but also four molecules (hydrogen cyanide,
singlet methylene, acetylene, ozone), for which accurate
anharmonic ZPEs are covered by ATOMIC-2um error bars as
Table S3 shows.

Figure 7. Difference between scaled harmonic ZPEs from a variety of
sources and those defined for ATOMIC-2um. The sources are (a)
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ, (b) ATOMIC(hc) (ref 38), (c) method
showing the smallest RMS error for the calibration set after scaling
(TPSSh/TZVP; 0.130 kcal/mol), and (d) the pair of methods with
the smallest RMS error after scaling and averaging (MN12-L/6-
31G(d), TPSS/TZVP; 0.105 kcal/mol). ATOMIC-2um data are
shown with error bars. Cases for which differences exceed error bars
are highlighted in red. See Table S6 for individual data.
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Many of the problem cases involve molecules with CC and
CN triple bonds. For six of them, we have scaled CCSD(T)/
cc-pVTZ data available (# 14, 49, 53, 56, 85, 104), all of which
are below the lower end of ATOMIC-2um uncertainty intervals
but almost certainly also below true anharmonic ZPEs. We
have verified this for hydrogen cyanide (#14) and acetylene
(#56, above) and expect this to be true also for the remaining
four species. Based on published high-quality experimental and
theoretical data for harmonic and fundamental frequencies, we
may estimate anharmonic ZPEs as weighted averages (5/8
ZPEharm + 3/8 ZPEfund).146 In particular, we find ZPEharm =
8.20,147 12.54,148 9.88,149 and 23.06 kcal/mol150 for
difluoroacetylene (#49), fluoroacetylene (#53), cyanogen
(#85), and 1,3-butadiyne (#104), respectively, and ZPEfund =
8.08,151 12.23,152 9.73,153 and 22.39 kcal/mol.150 In all of these
cases, derived estimates of anharmonic ZPEs (8.16, 12.42,
9.82, 22.81 kcal/mol) are slightly larger than scaled
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ values (8.11, 12.35, 9.69, 22.57 kcal/
mol, Table S6) and so either within or at least closer to the
boundaries of ATOMIC-2um uncertainty intervals (8.44 ±
0.27, 12.64 ± 0.18, 10.13 ± 0.33, 22.93 ± 0.19 kcal/mol, Table
S6).
In summary, the assessment does not raise any concerns

about the choice of ATOMIC-2um uncertainty estimates. Of
course, it is only a consistency check and does not replace
rigorous benchmark evaluations, which would have been
preferable but cannot be accomplished in the absence of a large
base of accurate reference data. The assessment still suggests
that the proposed error and uncertainty model achieves the set
goal of providing 95% (or better) confidence intervals, which is
encouraging since estimated error bars are fairly moderate
overall and exceed 1 kcal/mol in only 17 out of 279 cases,
including some larger hydrocarbons.
Irikura et al. have reported standard uncertainties (1σ) of

0.02 and more for ZPE scale factors of a range of wave function
and density functional methods.154 Although the validity of
such statistical analysis has been discussed controver-
sially,155,156 the final message is clear: scaled ZPEs may carry
errors of several percent, which would make them almost
useless for many thermochemistry applications. Here, we have
developed an entirely empirical uncertainty model that
analyzes observations in terms of individual scale factors fscal

(i) .
It suggests that the problem is far less severe for typical organic
molecules, a major focus for applications of ATOMIC-2, but
that large percentage uncertainties need to be accepted for
molecules with high heteroatom content. Luckily the latter
often carry small ZPEs, so estimated uncertainties remain
moderate in absolute terms. The most extreme case among the
279 molecules studied here is carbonyl diazide; it shows the
largest estimated error bar overall (±1.82 kcal/mol, # 46,
Table S6).
The observed difference in percentage accuracy between

molecules with low and high heteroatom contents is not
limited to the chosen model PBE0-D3/6-311G(d), but it is in
fact quite common among all approaches analyzed here. To
demonstrate this, we split the benchmark set of 50 molecules
into two subsets for analysis, one (A) with 27 molecules of low
heteroatom content (xNOF < 0.4), the other (B) with 23
molecules of high heteroatom content (xNOF ≥ 0.4). Table S4
shows that individual scale factors, averaged over the first set (

f i
scal
( ) , A) nearly always reproduce optimized scale factors ( fscal)

to within ±0.002 and carry small standard deviations below

0.01, while those averaged over the second subset f( ,i
scal
( ) B)

often deviate substantially and typically carry standard
deviations larger than 0.03.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have assessed 53 density functionals, HF and MP2 for their
utility to optimize geometries and evaluate zero-point energies
(ZPEs) in thermochemistry protocols. The goal has been to
compare computationally efficient approaches, assess currently
popular options, and identify interesting candidates that
provide good accuracy and reliability at a low cost. Hence,
we have focused on density functionals of the first four rungs as
well as on fairly small basis sets, discarding the idea to assess
intrinsic accuracies of functionals at their basis set limits.
Optimized geometries are probed with single-point energy

evaluations at the ATOMIC/B5 level, which is known to be
reliable for relative energies (such as bond separation energies)
and serve as a good approximation to the complete basis set
limit of CCSD(T) with all electrons correlated. The assembly
of a large data set even obviates the need for expensive
geometry optimizations at this level to generate reference data:
Each of the 219 probed methods contributes one geometry
and so one particular point to the B5 potential energy surface
of a molecule (Figure 1), and the geometry of lowest energy is
known to be the best available approximation of a fully
optimized geometry. Limited comparison to external refer-
ences demonstrates that this procedure indeed generates quite
accurate geometries, superior even to fully optimized
CCSD(T)(fc)/cc-pVTZ geometries (Section 3.1). The use
of a midlevel composite model (B5) as reference and the lack
of full optimization at the reference level may preclude very
precise estimates of geometry-related energy error for seriously
displaced geometries (Section 6.2). The largely harmonic
nature of potential energy surfaces ensures, however, that the
assessment is accurate where it needs to be to identify good
candidates for geometry optimization: in the estimate of
energy error for geometries close to the true energy minimum
(Section 6.2).
The benchmark contains 279 molecules composed of first-

row atoms (H, C, N, O, F) and deliberately includes some
larger species as well as difficult cases such as molecules with
high angular strain or known multireference character. Among
a total of 61 100 optimized geometries, we find 3444 cases with
energy penalties larger than 1 kcal/mol, involving 133 (of 219)
methods and 252 (of 279) molecules. Energy penalties even
exceed 2 kcal/mol in 879 cases, involving 81 methods and 115
molecules. Errors of this magnitude are obviously unacceptable
for thermochemical applications. No functional of the first two
rungs satisfies even modest expectations, and one needs to
resort to the best-performing hybrid functionals for excellent
results (Figure 2). Small polarized basis sets (6-31G(d)) are
sufficient, slightly larger basis sets (6-311G(d)) are often
better, but further basis set extension is not always warranted
(Section 3.2 and Figure 4).
ZPE scale factors have been obtained for a subset of 50

molecules, for which accurate (anharmonic) reference data are
available. Assessment for the same set shows that well-
performing functionals can be found among all four rungs and
that basis set requirements are modest (6-31G(d), Figure 3).
Some functionals do perform poorly, but not nearly to the
extent that we have observed for geometries. On the other
hand, also best performance (RMS error: 0.13 kcal/mol, Table
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S4) lags behind that achievable for geometries (0.09 kcal/mol,
Table S1), and this is for a benchmark containing substantially
smaller molecules on average (5.2 vs 9.5 atoms per molecule).
Further analysis shows that all density functionals, but also HF
and MP2, exhibit larger percentage ZPE errors for molecules
with a high heteroatom content (Section 6.4). Since the
relevant subset contains even smaller molecules on average
(3.6 atoms per molecule, xNOF ≥ 0.4) with just a few
vibrational modes and correspondingly small ZPEs, it is not
adequately represented in reported overall RMS errors, which
therefore may be poor predictors of performance for practical
applications to larger molecules with high heteroatom content.
This discussion allows two conclusions: First, ZPE error will
generally dominate over geometry-related error for as long as
we select a method known to be good at geometries. Second,
the RMS statistics for ZPEs need to be interpreted with some
caution, and uncertainty estimates for molecules with high
heteroatom content need to be liberal, reflecting observations
as well as unavoidable limitations of our assessment.
Balancing performance for geometries and ZPEs, there are a

number of density functionals that promise to be good
candidates for wave function-based thermochemistry protocols
(Figure 4). Most of them are hybrid functionals as moderate
amounts of exact exchange often improve accuracies of
optimized geometries. It is striking to see that some of the
oldest hybrid functionals with no or just a few empirically fit
parameters are among the best options (e.g., B1B95, B3P86,
B3LYP, B3PW91, mPW1PW91, mPW1PBE, mPW3PBE,
PBE0), while a number of highly parametrized functionals
(Minnesota functionals, BMK) perform notably worse. B3LYP
has not only beenand still isone of the most popular
representatives in chemistry, it is also one of the top
performers for geometries and ZPEs, provided that basis sets
with multiple polarization functions are used such as in
Gaussian-4 (6-31G(2df,p)) and in lower-level variants of the
Weizmann protocol (cc-pVTZ). Some other functionals
provide excellent performance already for smaller basis sets,
which is of course preferable for overall computational
efficiency.
We have selected PBE0-D3/6-311G(d) for the next version

of the ATOMIC protocol. It uses a small basis set, shows
excellent performance for geometries, is largely nonempirical,
and is widely available in computational chemistry software.
The dispersion correction (D3) has a negligible effect for
small- to medium-sized molecules and may be omitted if
desired, but promises better accuracy for larger systems as
demonstrated for an ensemble of 10 alanine tetrapeptide
conformations. The chosen protocol shows only average
performance for ZPEs (Table S4), but it never fails badly:
The difference between maximum positive and negative errors
amounts to 0.87 kcal/mol, not much worse than the best
option (N12/6-31G(d), 0.69 kcal/mol) but superior to MP2/
cc-pVTZ (1.95 kcal/mol), which it is set to replace in the
update of the ATOMIC protocol.
Compared to MP2/cc-pVTZ it shows even more perform-

ance gain in geometries (RMS and MAX: 0.11 and 0.58 kcal/
mol vs 0.30 and 2.04 kcal/mol, Tables S1 and S2), which is
also visible in statistics for all 2526 bond lengths (error range:
−0.065 to 0.033 Å, RMS: 0.005 Å vs −0.133 to 0.070 Å, 0.007
Å). Apart from this, it is much more efficient computationally
than MP2/cc-pVTZ, easily saving an order of magnitude in
running time for geometry optimizations and ZPE evaluations
of mid-sized molecules, turning the computational bottleneck

of the ATOMIC protocol into a low-effort component. Using
single-threaded codes (Section 2.3) on commodity hardware,
our benchmark took a total of 2.2 days to run a complete set of
279 single-point B5 evaluations, 1 day for all preceding
geometry optimizations and frequency calculations in the case
of PBE0-D3/6-311G(d), but nearly 2 months in the case of
MP2/cc-pVTZ.
Most remaining problems are observed for geometries and

ZPEs of molecules with several heteroatoms (Sections 6.2 and
6.4). We propose simple size-extensive error and uncertainty
models that accommodate this insight (eqs 4 and 6) and
estimate average bias as well as error bars that correspond to
intervals of 95% confidence. Bias correction reduces the RMS
error observed for ZPEs from 0.21 to 0.15 kcal/mol and so
depletes the disadvantage of PBE0-D3/6-311G(d) relative to
the best-performing functionals (RMS ≈ 0.13 kcal/mol). We
note that the same approach improves error statistics for a
number of other functionals, too, but that it does not affect
achievable top-performance (best: MN12-L/6-31G(d): 0.127
kcal/mol; details not shown).
The lack of a large and reliable reference data set precludes

rigorous validation of the uncertainty model for ZPEs, but
comparison with alternative approximate ZPE evaluations,
each believed to be more accurate than PBE0-D3/6-311G(d),
indicates that it provides a fair estimate of 95% confidence
(Section 6.4). Applied to the 279 molecule benchmark (Table
S6), estimated uncertainties average to 0.57 kcal/mol, which is
certainly acceptable for thermochemical protocols targeting
chemical accuracy overall (≈1 kcal/mol). Uncertainties
relating to geometry error are expectedly much smaller on
average (0.11 kcal/mol, Table S2) and almost negligible in
thermochemical applications.
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